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Extremist Infiltration
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1 Introduction

 e phenomenon of security indicates intellectual activity of considering it and operational 
functionality of achieving it. Security is the basic value and the most important component 
of development and condition for the survival of persons, society and the states.  e question 
is: whose security, security for whom, security in relation to whom or what? In the context 
of interest of this paper, there is a set of questions, whether, how and in what way the large 
in"ow of migrants represents a security and/or humanitarian issue, a combination thereof, 
and whether one possibly excludes the other? Indeed, the passage and/or arrival of a large 
number of migrants – especially in case of smaller countries that at the same time have also 
very limited capacities – represents a big humanitarian issue but the question is to which 
extent this represents also a security issue. Barry Buzan thinks that the security concept is 
poorly developed and that this is becoming part of the problem. Because security can have 
the objective component (protected against danger) and the subjective component (feeling of 
calm), and it can mean the state of con#dence in one’s own capabilities (Buzan, 2007). Richard 
H. Ullman: » reat to national security is an action or a series of events that 1) drastically 
and in a relatively short period of time threaten to reduce the quality of life of the citizens of 
a country or 2) signi#cantly threaten by reducing the scope of policies available to the state 
government or to private, non-governmental entities (persons, groups, corporations) within 
the state..« For Arnold Wolfers »security, in objective sense, measures the absence of threats 
to the acquired values, and in subjective sense, the absence of fear that these values will be 
endangered«. Peter Hough: ''If people, both ministers in the government or private persons, 
consider an issue as a kind of threat to their lives, and respond to it politically, then this issue 
should be considered as a security issue [emphasized in the original].«1  e mentioned range of 

1 About de#nitions of security see more in: A. Collins (2010); B. Buzan (2007); S. Tatalović and M. Bilandžić 
(2005); S. Tatalović et al. (2008).
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concepts about the meaning of security is excellently rounded up by the statement made by 
the German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer some !"y years ago that ''security is not everything 
but everything else without security is nothing''. #e statement is becoming ever stronger with 
the fast-changing world. Likewise, security is certainly also a motive in order to undertake 
certain activities. #e European Security Strategy of 2003 recognized as key threats to Europe 
the following phenomena: terrorism, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, regional 
con$icts, failed states and organized crime (Dragović, F., Mikac, R., 2011).

Some occurrences from the spectrum of contemporary global challenges represent for 
themselves a unique phenomenon mostly during modern history. For each of them, more or 
less successful norms, frames and resolution methods have been developed. Contemporary 
societies develop di&erent approaches toward the mentioned issues depending on the historic 
and current context, culture, political moment, i.e. according to the environment, perception 
and knowledge, vision for the future. Some challenges have their articulation within the 
political, economic, safety, humanitarian, medical as well as other frames of considerations 
and actions. Potential issues arise when it is necessary to harmonize di&erent policies of 
di&erent actors in response to complex challenges.

Large migration waves that have resulted as consequence of failed revolutions within the Arab 
Spring and western interventions in the region of North Africa and the Middle East experi-
enced their culmination during 2015. First, that led to large migrations from the countries of 
North Africa and the Middle East, then also from other countries of Africa and Asia, as well 
as from certain countries of South-east Europe (economic migrants from Serbia, Kosovo, 
Albania). Regarding the extreme destruction of infrastructure, nature and living environ-
ment in the parts of Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan, and the impossibility of the fast return of 
normal life to these parts neither at present nor in the near future, as well as due to complex 
social and political equilibrium of these parts of the world a large number of migrants have 
embarked on a journey of no return. #is causes not only their current migration for safety 
reasons but also a permanent move without a plan on returning to their country of origin. 
During the mentioned year, only hundreds of thousands of migrants started toward Europe, 
expecting safety and better lives. #e mentioned great move continued also during 2016. 
Among other things, this con!rmed the awareness that the European Union has no relevant 
policy and mechanisms of response to such type of challenges, that certain European Union 
countries self-initiatively securitized this issue while others tended to address this challenge 
as a humanitarian issue, that there comes to disturbance of inter-state relations between 
countries on the migrant route because of absence of mutual trust and cooperation. #e 
negative thing about this process is that certain security disorders can be used as an alibi for 
political settling with the European institutions or some other country, particularly referring 
to illegal migrations considered by certain political structures as a big security threat, for-
getting that without migrations there is no development, particularly in Europe which has 
witnessed a steady decline in the birth rate. Migrants are not criminals, and in combating 
illegal migrations one needs to act on a much wider scale, especially towards smugglers.

#e European Union and the member states have developed mechanisms of response to the 
challenges related to legal and illegal migrations, asylum seekers, violators of the rights and 
privileges that can be used in the respective cases. However, all this is true as well for many 
other things in real life, up to a certain extent, i.e. to the maximum of the established capa-
bilities that have been conditioned by political, economic, security, institutional and other 
frames. When this consideration includes the fact that this refers to extremely huge numbers 
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regarding migrants, unprepared policies and crisis management of the European Union 
for this challenge, political disorientation as well as opportunism, searching for individual 
solutions, securitization of certain challenges and issues, the necessary solutions that are 
found in di!erent social spheres and are not harmonized, all this has caused a crisis that has 
not been remembered in the recent history of Europe.

Migration crisis is re"ected in and stemms from the migrants’ countries of origin, countries 
that for several years have been a kind of hot spots (the most obvious example is Turkey), 
transit countries (such as Italy regarding transfer of migrants via the Mediterranean Sea, 
to the countries on the Balkan route for migrants who move along the surface route a#er 
successful entry into Greece), countries of migrants’ origin in western Europe (primarily 
Germany, followed by the Scandinavian countries), all the way to the European Union itself, 
for which certain authors state that its foundations and the principles of functioning have 
been quite shaken by this crisis.

$e mentioned phenomenon can be and should be studied from many discourses. $e central 
interest of this paper lies in the %eld of security, and it is expressed according to reviewing 
and analyzing the incidence and trends of misuse of the migration crisis for the purpose of 
entry/in%ltration of extremists into Europe, i.e. the return of radicalized European citizens 
who had resided in the wider area of Syria several years ago. $e aim is also to study the link 
with the potential disruption of national and public security in the European Union countries 
as well as to investigate the problem of identifying the abuse and models of criminal justice 
and criminal-political response (development of strategic and operational documents and 
normative frames to e&ciently counter these challenges). Finally, the examples of best current 
practices of how certain countries have responded to all the mentioned interdisciplinary 
challenges will be considered and presented.

2 Misuse of the Migration Crisis for the Extremist Infiltration

Considering the issue of migrations from the aspect of general factors that were critical to 
trigger the process, migrations can be divided into forced and voluntary. $e key factors that 
make the di!erence between voluntary and forced migrations lie in the relation between 
those local and regional circumstances in the country of origin that represent the key reason 
for the start of migration processes on the one hand, and the factors of possibility and desire 
to accept these social integrations of migrants in the country of destination on the other 
hand (Philip L. M., Forbes S. M., Weil P., 2006). $e issue of forced migrations is most o#en 
associated with security events in the country of origin such as wars, humanitarian crises, 
natural disasters, terrorism, radical political systems that do not obstruct the realization of 
the basic human rights, etc., whereas the issues of voluntary migrations are o#en determined 
by economic issues, and these persons are o#en referred to as economic migrants.

$e beginnings of European migration crisis have been marked by war destruction in the 
Middle East countries, according to which the occurrence of migration crisis can be deter-
mined by factors of forced migration. However, given the dimensions of migratory crisis and 
directions of migrants’ movements toward West European countries that foster the policies 
of strong social rights, the migration crisis has from the very beginning taken on the contours 
of elements of voluntariness, i.e. economic conditionality.
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It is precisely the dimensions of migration crisis, if they are considered through the lack of 
strong policies of the European Union in the !eld of migrations and observed ine"ciencies 
both of common as well as individual national mechanisms for migration management, 
that they may represent the potential source of uncertainty. In fact, the absence of e#ective 
systemic mechanisms of identi!cation, the impossibility of exercising e#ective cooperation 
with the countries of origin caused by disordered systems in these countries as well as the 
dimensions of migration crisis create conditions for the misuse of migration $ows in order to 
in!ltrate the extremists in the territory of the European Union.

%e discussion about the threat of in!ltration of extremists by misusing the migration $ows 
!nds its source in the debates about foreign terrorist !ghters and returnees. Foreign terrorist 
!ghters can be de!ned as persons who travel abroad, into a country which is not their place of 
residence and of which they are not the nationals, in order to get engaged, involved, to under-
take, plan, prepare, perform or otherwise support terrorist activities, i.e. to train others or to 
be trained for such activities.2 %e process of securitization of the issues of foreign terrorist 
!ghters experienced its peak during 2012 and 2013, when the issue of foreign terrorist !ghters 
became an element of all serious professional and scienti!c discussions in the !eld of security 
and protection against terrorism, which resulted in the problematization of the phenomenon 
of foreign terrorist !ghters in many international documents in the !eld of security.

Considering many discussions about the danger of the phenomenon of foreign terrorist !ght-
ers that have been performed on professional and scienti!c levels, the hazard of the activity 
of returnees raises a special security question(Andonov, O., Mikac, R., Mamić, K., 2014; 
Azinović, V, 2015). Some authors like Azinović and Jušić believe that the issue of returnees 
in the context of foreign terrorist !ghters is actually crucial and the most di"cult security 
question (Azinović, V., Jušić, M., 2015). Syrian President Assad Basharal stated in an interview 
with the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, published on 17 June 2013, at the time of strong 
securitization of the problems of foreign terrorist !ghters, when the debates about the dangers 
of the activities of returnees were still in the sphere of scienti!c forecasting, that arming the 
rebels in Syria may result in the emergence of terrorism in Europe (Frankfurter Allgemeine 
Zeitung, 17 June 2013).

Looking at possible activities of the returnees, some authors predict three possible scenarios: 
full social integration of returnees abandoning the radical ideology, spreading of radical 
ideology with further radicalization of persons in their social environment and organization, 
preparation and execution of the attack. In case of participation in the organization, prepa-
ration and execution of the attack, the role of the returnee can be considered through the 
implementation of targeted and organized activities with clear instructions of radical/terrorist 
groups, independent undertaking of actions of returnees without instructions of the radical/
terrorist group and creation of a network of collaborators who will enable and facilitate the 
preparation and execution of the attack by a third party (Briggs Obe R., Silverman, T., 2014).

Although the discussions at the professional level are oriented towards !nding e"cient pre-
ventive models to prevent people from leaving and joining the con$icts on the side of terrorist 
organizations, the work with the returnees includes the application of traditional deradicaliza-
tion models as an individual approach to identi!ed sources of radicalization, without !nding 
answers to the threat of mass occurrence of radicalized persons. Also, the implementation of 

2 Hague-Marrakech Memorandum on Good Practices for a More E#ective Response to the FTF Phenomenon.
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joint measures of European Union bodies and agencies is directed primarily to undertaking 
regular and special measures of increased supervision and protection of the external borders 
of the European Union and the Schengen area. !e implementation of such measures is 
possible in normal conditions, i.e. it is not applicable in exceptional circumstances when, for 
humanitarian reasons, full implementation of border control measures is suspended, as is the 
case with the migration crisis.

2.1. Statistics
Although statistical data about the number of foreign terrorist "ghters in the region of Middle 
East are usually based on the assessments of security agencies, for the purposes of presenting 
potential dangers the statistical data published in the ICCT study (International Centre for 
Counter Terrorism – !e Hague), (Schmid, A. P., Tinnes, J., 2015) will be presented, according 
to which since the beginning of the con#ict in Syria and Iraq more than 29,000 foreign ter-
rorist "ghters arrived, 7,000 of whom were from Europe.

Number of Foreign Fighters

Regional Origin Fall 2014 Fall 2015

Middle East 6,141 8,240

Narth Africa (Maghreb) 5,660 8,000

Western Europe 2,770 5,000

Former Soviet Union 1,585 4,700

Asia-Paci!c 468 -

(Western) Balkans 442 875

South Asia 385 -

South East Asia - 900

Sub-Saharan Africa 170 -

North America 42 280

Source:  Schmid, A. P., Tinnes, J., Foreign (Terrorist) Fighters with IS: A European Perspective, ICCT, 2015

!ese data need to be considered in the context of the statement given by the Europol direc-
tor Mr. Rob Wainwright on the occasion of the opening ceremony of the European Counter 
Terrorism Center – ECTC, on 25 January 2016, when he said that foreign terrorist "ghters 
represent one of the biggest security threats to Europe, emphasizing the special danger of 
possible malicious activities of the returnees from the con#ict in Syria and Iraq. Indeed, it 
is worth mentioning his statement, although he warned that up to 5,000 jihadists trained in 
the Middle East could be at large in Europe. “Europe is currently facing the highest terror 
threat in more than 10 years. We can expect ISIL or other religious terror groups to stage an 
attack somewhere in Europe with the aim of achieving mass casualties among the civilian 
population.” But he played down the fears that terrorists are using the migrant crisis to enter 
Europe as asylum seekers. “!ere is no concrete evidence terrorists are systematically using 
the #ow of refugees to in"ltrate Europe.” 3

3 National Post, EU police chief warns that 5,000 jihadists returned from the Middle East — and a new attack is 
likely, 2016, link: http://news.nationalpost.com/news/world/eu-police-chief-warns-that-5000-jihadists-returned-
from-training-in-middle-east-and-new-attack-is-likely (Access: February 28, 2016).
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 e following table shows the number of foreign terrorist "ghters and returnees from the 
European countries.

State Number of Anti-Assad Foreign Fighters 

Albania 100-200

Austria 233 (ICSR, Jan. 2015: 100-150)

Australia 255 (of whom 155 have returned) 

Belgium 440 (of whom at least 100 have returned)

Bosnia and Herzegovina 217 (of whom 51 returned)

Canada 130-500 (of whom 80 returned to Canada) 

China up to 300

Denmark: 100 - 150 (ICSR, Jan. 2015: 100-150)

Finland 70-100 (ICSR, Jan. 2015: 50-70)

France 883 (of whom 271 returned) (ICSR, Jan. 2015: 1,200)

Germany ca. 700 (ca. 1/3 returned) (ICSR, Jan. 2015: 500-600) 

Italy at least 87

Netherlands 210 (of whom 35 returned and at least 32 died)

Norway 60 (ICSR, Jan. 2015: 60)

Portugal 12 (incl. 2 women)

Russia 2,200 (from North Caucasus)

Serbia several dozen 

Sweden 300 (mainly Kurds) (ICSR, Jan. 2014: 150-180)

Spain 250

Switzerland 40

United Kingdom 700 (of whom ca. 250 returned) (ICSR, Jan. 2015: 500-600)

United States
more than 250 (including those who were stopped while trying to 
leave for Syria)

Source: Schmid, A. P., Tinnes, J., Foreign (Terrorist) Fighters with IS: A European Perspective, ICCT, 2015.

Since the issues of returnees from con#icts in the Middle East are usually observed as a neg-
ative security phenomenon related to one of the above mentioned possible directions of their 
activities in return to their social environment in the West, e$cient and systemic monitoring of 
the activities and forecasting of future security events associated with the returnees represents 
one of the key challenges for security systems of the Western countries.

2.2. Possibilities of Misuse
Since the issue of foreign terrorist "ghters and returnees has become one of the key topics 
of discussion at the scienti"c, expert and political levels in the "eld of security, the foreign 
terrorist "ghters returning to the countries of origin, in order to avoid the supervision by the 
security systems, have the need to take advantage of the available models of return which 
would arouse minimal interests of security bodies. Taking into consideration good information 
technology connections of radical and terrorist groups in the Middle East, which is why the 
con#ict in Syria was named the Youtube War (Andonov, O., Mikac, R., Mamić, K., 2014) and 
the strong media campaign in Europe against foreign terrorist "ghters including also the 
threats of criminal retaliation measures to returnees, the migration crisis within which several 
thousands of persons enter Europe daily with the absence of strong control measures represents 
an almost ideal opportunity of their in"ltration with minimal risks.
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 e o"cial report by the German internal intelligence service Verfassungsschutz of May 2015 
speaks about more than 230 foreign terrorist #ghters who returned to the territory of the 
Federal Republic of Germany from con$icts in the Middle East. At that moment, the given 
number was estimated as one of the potential sources of danger due to the estimated activities 
of the returnees. Comparing the given number with the fact that during 2015 more than one 
million migrants entered the territory of Germany, the mentioned data set high security 
challenges for the German security services in terms of timely anticipation and e"cient 
prevention of possible malicious activities of the returnees.

 e real danger of the returnees’ activities results from the fact that many terrorist attacks 
executed in Europe during 2015 included returnees from con$icts in the Middle East.  us, 
during the terrorist attack in the Jewish Museum in Brussels, carried out on 24 May 2014, 
it was discovered that the attacker Mehdi Nemmouche was a returnee from Syria, where he 
had participated in the con$icts on the side of the terrorist organization Islamic State (IS). 
 e perpetrators of the terrorist attack in Paris in January 2015, brothers Saïd and Chérif 
Kouachi, participated in the terrorist training in Yemen.  e perpetrator of the attack on two 
soldiers in Sarajevo, Enes Omeragić, also participated in war operations in Syria, whereas for 
several perpetrators in the terrorist attacks in Paris on 13 November 2015 there is suspicion 
that they had participated in the activities of the terrorist organization Islamic State in the 
Middle East.

 e terrorist attacks in Paris, carried out on 13 November 2015, during which more than 
120 persons were killed, con#rmed the concern of professional public about the misuse of 
the migration crisis for the in#ltration of the extremists in Europe. Indeed, in the case of 
two suicide attackers it was found out that they arrived to Europe by taking advantage of 
the migration crisis. Although this fact gave the cause for worry of the professional and also 
general public in the same way as the events from the New Year’s Eve 2016 celebration in 
Cologne, when a number of people, who were later identi#ed as asylum seekers who entered 
Germany with the refugee wave, committed various forms of sexual assaults, all these events 
need to be placed into context of statistical indicators of the number of persons who entered 
Europe during the migration crisis. In fact, considering the mentioned negative security 
occurrences whose realization is brought into relation with the persons who entered Europe 
during the migration crisis compared to the UNHCR data of more than 1.1 million migrants 
entering EU during 2015, this is an extremely small number of persons who are associated 
with these events.

2.3. Next Steps
A+er terrorist attacks in Paris, and especially a+er it was discovered that two attackers had 
entered Europe by misusing the migration crisis for undercover in#ltration, the issue of mi-
gration crisis started to be increasingly considered as a security, rather than a humanitarian 
problem. Certain discussions included even the idea of closing the migrants into migration 
centres, which they would leave only a+er thorough checking. In order to establish general 
frames for further development of the identi#cation mechanisms of possible misuse of the 
migration crisis for the entry of persons linked to terrorism, radicalism and extremism into 
Europe, the Council of Justice and Home A/airs (JAH Council), at a meeting on 20 November 
2015, and a+er consultations with the EU Counter-Terrorism Coordinator (EU CTC), set in 
their conclusions the guidelines related to the migration crisis.  us, among other things, 
the recommendation to FRONTEX was issued for the implementation of common risk indi-
cators (CRI) during carrying out the checks on migration hotspots. Common risk indicators 
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represent a set of indicators agreed by the Europol and the Task Force of the EU Council of 
Terrorism (Terrorism Working Party – TWP), which could indicate a connection of persons 
with terrorism. !e application of common risk indicators would establish the conditions 
for identi"cation of persons during the performance of measures, the so-called primary 
checks. In order to complete the identi"cation of possible misuse of migration crisis, Europol 
received a recommendation to deploy police o#cers at hotspots, who would carry out the 
so-called secondary checks. In this way, together with the carrying out of primary checks this 
would satisfy the minimum standard of implementing identi"cation measures of possible 
misuse of migration crisis for the in"ltration of terrorists in the European Union territory. 
A recommendation was also issued to perform consistent controls of people at the external 
borders of the EU, regardless of whether they are third-country nationals or citizens of the 
EU Member States. !e given set of measures, together with other recommendations, has 
been presented as the expression of will and desire for further development of the EU security 
protection mechanisms, with minimal restrictions of the rights guaranteed to the migrants 
by joint measures of the European Union in the areas of asylum and migration.

However, the absence of further development of the measures in this area, including incom-
plete implementation of the recommendations, represents a kind of legitimacy for unilateral 
decisions of the European Union member states, which are o$en against migration, and 
which at the national level govern the relations which discourage the migrants from arriving/
staying and seeking of asylum in the mentioned states.

Since there are no strong indicators that would indicate the end of migration crisis, it may 
be concluded that the European Union still has time to establish common mechanisms that 
would regulate the uniform treatment of migrants by the member states, and which would 
also establish the identi"cation models of the possible connection of migrants with terrorist 
or extremist organizations, taking into account all their guaranteed rights.

3 Migration Crisis – Possible Threat to European Security?

Migration crisis that hit the European Union a$er the Arab Spring, and especially a$er the 
summer of 2015, when a large number of migrants started to arrive more intensively to the 
territory of the European Union, represents undoubtedly an important humanitarian and 
security issue. Some authors had already warned earlier of this situation: “International mi-
gration has moved to the top of the international security agenda. Increasingly, policy-makers 
in the United States, Europe, and around the world are making links between migration 
policy and national security”4.

Researchers studying migration and security issues "nd the "elds to be highly subjective cat-
egories, dependent on the person de"ning them. Some researchers focus on areas that cover 
only a portion of the phenomenon. An additional problem is that precise quantity and quality 
data on immigrants are not available, and that includes asylum seekers, illegal immigrants 
and – those that represent the biggest security risk – unregistered immigrants. To be more 
precise, the data are fragmented due to the inability to measure the phenomenon and the 
variety of methodologies used for gathering and processing data (Dragović, F., Mikac, R., 2012).

4 Adamson F. B., Crossing Borders: International Migration and National Security; International Security, Vol. 31, 
No. 1 (Summer 2006), pp. 165–199.
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Everybody is clear on the fact of what “failed states” represents in the matter of global security, 
and when a large number of their people are trying to get into Europe it is necessary to analyze 
all of the associated challenges. !e aforementioned is especially important if the situation in 
Afghanistan, Syria and Libya is not stabilizing, but on the contrary, radicalizing, and where indi-
viduals and small groups can represent a signi"cant security risk (Dragović, F., Mikac, R, 2016).

In addition to the observed problems of common European humanitarian and migration 
policies, one can still conclude that the migration crisis has not grown from the humanitarian 
issue into the frame of humanitarian disaster. !erefore, the issue of migration crisis can be 
considered as a possible threat to European security within the economic frames, reduction of 
prices on the European labour market, etc.

Some heads of the state, such as the Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban strongly advo-
cated a stricter regime towards migrants explaining this by the protection of the Hungarian 
interests, European values and common security. Some heads brought the migrant crisis in the 
direct context of danger of demolishing the so far greatest achievements of the Union, such 
as the Schengen borders, rights and freedom of movement of people, the future of the entire 
association, provided that there is no resistance to the given challenge.

Since the European Union has not o$ered yet an acceptable solution that would satisfy the 
perception of some representatives of the member states about the defence of their sover-
eignty and protection of their territories there is a paradoxical situation. On the one hand, 
the most powerful country of the Union, Germany, opened widely its doors during 2015 
for the reception of migrants, with restrictions at the beginning of 2016 to the reception of 
only those migrants who come from the war-a$ected areas of Afghanistan, Syria and Iraq. 
During that time, certain transit countries in which these people will not and do not want 
to stay tend to maximally block the transit through their territories. !e best example is the 
already mentioned Hungary that has built a barbed wire on the border with their southern 
neighbours, Serbia and Croatia, and has done so, according to Hungarian claims, in order to 
protect their national security and the security of other Union members, the paradox here 
being that the Republic of Croatia is a European Union state fenced o$ with wire (le% out) 
by other member states. At the same time, Germany that receives also the largest number 
of migrants arriving to Europe does not mention that they threaten its national security. 
!erefore, it may be concluded that in the observed time this refers to the perception which 
is the result of di$erent needs and whose initial foundation lies not only in the analyses of 
threats and risks for the national security, as an attempt is made to present it as such, but 
rather in the range of various public policies.

As part of the discussion about the migration crisis as a threat to European security it is 
certainly necessary to give an overview of the strengthening of radical anti-immigration ideas 
and policies in certain European Union member states. In fact, as a counterweight to the 
open-door policy to refugees advocated by the German Chancellor Angela Merkel, Germany 
historically confronted with the problem of neo-Nazism, soon faced the strengthening of the 
PEGIDA movement, directed against islamization of the West. Mass anti-immigration rallies 
in Dresden soon spread to other major cities in Germany and in some cases resulted in attacks 
on persons and destruction of property. Similarly, anti-immigration and anti-islamization 
ideas soon spread to other European Union member states, so that the public witnessed the 
so-called establishment of patrols, such as the Odin’s Army in Finland, etc. !ese ideas, ad-
ditionally reinforced by the ever louder anti-immigration ideologies of Eurosceptic political 
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parties, calling the migration crisis a direct threat to European security, strengthen in fact 
those social processes that with their sharp and negative attitudes towards migrants, that very 
o!en articulate violence, on the other hand contribute to the creation of Europe as a negative 
environment not only for the migrants but also for others, thus negating the fundamental 
European values.

4 Best Practices of the Selected Countries

Currently the biggest pressure and challenge related to the migration crisis is felt by the coun-
tries on the transit route in the area of South-East Europe. Certainly, there is special pressure 
and di"erent kinds of challenge facing Germany and the countries of West Europe that receive 
the migrants. Transit countries in the area of South-East Europe are currently a kind of hos-
tages of the high-level Brussels policy, its current inability to produce minimal satisfactory 
and generally acceptable guidelines for long-term resolution of this crisis, countries such as 
Germany ''inviting'' migrants and their own destinies due to their geographical position.

Macedonia, Serbia and partly Croatia (EU members but no Schengen members) have found 
themselves in the situation that, due to the lack of European response to the migrant crisis, 
they have to resolve the problem for which they lack capacity. Migrant registration has been 
done only partially which is obvious from the available statistical data. A lot fewer persons have 
entered Macedonia than Serbia, and many more persons have entered Croatia and Hungary 
than Serbia which points to the inaccuracy of data. #e same situation has been noted at the 
beginning of the migrant transit through Slovenia where the in/out migrant records kept by the 
Slovenian o$cial representatives di"ered signi%cantly. #e worrying part is that the di"erence 
in numbers amounts to tens of thousands (Dragović, F., Mikac, R, 2016).

Certain countries have securitized the problem and have decided to introduce radical measures 
explaining that their response lies in the protection of national interests and European values. 
Greece, faced with its own long-term %nancial problems, negotiations with creditors and in-
stitutions in Brussels, leaves an impression that it does not institutionally protect the Union's 
outer border but allows transit to all migrant groups through its territory. #e level of crisis in 
Greece is witnessed by the people who observe numerous questionable activities that occur due 
to humanitarian inability/neglect of the human rights to open on-street possibilities of making 
forged documents. Macedonia, faced with the great in'ux of migrants has partially engaged 
armed forces in the border control, and Slovenia has done the same. #e striking example of 
securitization of migrants is Hungary which has posted armed forces at the borders with the 
goal of preventing migrant entry and has placed barbed wire completely along the borders with 
Serbia and Croatia. A!er that, Slovenia has done the same.

Every country on the transit route has reacted di"erently, and has di"erent views of the 
question of the large number of migrants in transit. Greece does not react in the way that 
other countries expect it to, Macedonia and Serbia have partially securitized the question, 
Hungary and Slovenia have done that completely. At the same time, Croatia has approached 
the problem from the humanitarian perspective, refusing to securitize the issue. However, in 
early March 2016 Croatia passed a law that allows greater 'exibility in using the armed forces 
in such situations, to assist the police. Although the law has been passed, it takes some time 
to see its implementation. As time passes, the countries on the transit route, from the initial 
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non-cooperation and distrust, are coordinating and accelerating the process of migrant transit 
through their territory in their desired direction to Western Europe.

!e latest decisions, made at the end of February 2016, speak of reducing the number of mi-
grants who are to be allowed to enter Western Europe, and accordingly transit through South-
East European countries, putting all of them, as well as the migrants, in a new challenging 
position. !e migrants from war-threatened countries who are already on their way do not 
understand the new restrictive decisions and will almost certainly, under any circumstances, 
attempt to reach their desired destinations. Most probably, a large number of them will try 
to cross illegally and become involved in smuggling, illegal border crossing and similar. 
Consequently, the migrants and transit countries in South-East Europe will surely face new 
security challenges, while the existing ones are yet to be resolved. !e above will be a big 
security risk for everyone (Dragović, F., Mikac, R, 2016).

5 Conclusion

!e migration crisis that hit Europe during 2015 has set challenges to the European Union 
institutions, not faced by the Union until now. !e mentioned challenges have shown prob-
lems in the inadequacy of common policies in the area of migrations in spite of the fact that 
migration policies of the European Union are constantly being built and improved. Likewise, 
the migration crisis challenge has demonstrated the impossibility of timely adoption of the 
frames that would regulate the key issues in the #eld of security, #rst of all re$ected in the 
fact that in spite of the past times and the large number of migrants who entered the area 
of the European Union, there are still no #rm common frames to resolve the fundamental 
humanitarian and security issues resulting from the migration crisis. !e consequence of such 
approach is the strengthening of unilateral national migration policies that o%en take the 
outlines of the anti-immigration ideologies. On the other hand, migration crisis has shown 
readiness to work together in order to prevent humanitarian disasters, and because of that 
assistance in basic necessities for more than a million migrants on their way to the European 
Union countries has been provided.

!is challenge posed to the European Union may be observed through several areas of security. 
First of all, looking at the migration crisis in the light of economic security, one may conclude 
that with social integration of a certain number of migrants through asylum mechanisms the 
labour market might be disturbed in the context of lowering the price of labour. Also, in the area 
of economic security there may be changes of social policies in certain European Union member 
states, in which the increased range of social bene#ts could lead to the reduction of social rights.

However, as the focus of this paper is indeed on the European Union’s security against the entry 
of terrorists/extremists by misusing the migration crisis, it should be emphasized that although 
a%er the terrorist attacks in Paris numerous discussions were opened regarding the possibility 
of the misuse of migration crisis for the purpose of the in#ltration of terrorists/extremists, it 
should be pointed out that previous experiences show that such a possibility does exist and 
that it needs to be assessed as a possible negative security phenomenon. However, it should 
be noted that all the past recorded attempts of misuse should be viewed as individual events 
and that there are no facts that would indicate a systemic misuse of the migration crisis for the 
in#ltration of terrorists/extremists into the European Union.
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